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as i told you before, i ve always thought of cubase as a toolbox (not sure why) that allowed me to do
a lot of jobs. in other words, its no more than a tool that enhances my music. its a soundsystem. that
is, if i want to record drums, i have to have an audio interface that records at 24-bit/96 k and make

sure its working. if i want to produce a radio post, i need a vst plug-in that lets me add a vocal. i
have a synth that lets me play a lead line, with another plug-in that turns it into a backing track; etc.
ive learned all these by experimenting. and i keep adding to that toolbox as ill learn to use it better.

with cubase, i can have a really simple task and add effects, instruments, sounds, control panels,
lfos, macros, automation, click beats or turn a korg plug-in into a percussion channel, all in a

seamless workflow. this will allow me to make music that will stand out. but i wont be able to do that
if i still remember all the old tricks or can do them in a more efficient way or even if im not using the

right tool. i know im right, cubase is legacy. and as much as i like hearing good music made with
cubase, id like a glimpse of the future. but, then, i dont mind being so immersed in its past that i

forget that i need to look forward. if i really try, i can record a song in cubase and have other plugins
synced to the master track automatically so i can just edit, transport, play and vocalize wherever i
want. that will make my life 10 times easier. but what will it do for people that have done all these

things before, and that are familiar with the whole system? it will allow them to do things more
efficiently, which is not bad; but im not sure if itll encourage people to learn more and do even more
than they do now. even if im not the best user of my systems, i can still add some automation with

buttons and panels and still edit, record, and transport.
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thanks nick, i am so happy that i found your article. i am working with cubase for five years and i am
very happy with it. i am also using other software, but i think its cubase that give me more power,

comfortable and stable workflow. my mac is a mid 2010 macbook pro 13" running el capitan 10.11.6.
i usually start out using a g2p config for my drums, then move on to the template project. once im
up and running, i usually keep with the template project for the rest of the song as i usually tend to
record straight into my daw (with headphones) and this makes it easier for me to see how my drum
sounds/mixing when i am fiddling with outboard eq etc. the thing is im not into midi. yeah maybe

some midi stuff here and there but typically i dont use midi for anything. im using my daw as a midi
out that connects to my gear. that means any midi out i plug into my pc goes straight to my

hardware, all software midi out takes my hardware midi in from my device and allows me to work
around in software. no software takes the place of hardware. i really do wish daws would just let me
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do the things i want and not try to do my work for me, it just comes out so much better. and yes i am
a hardware addict. i hate using any daw that cannot handle outboard eq, mids, mics etc. i can

usually live without software 7 band equalizers but if i cant plug something into my hardware and
kick it up with a 7 band, then i just dont use it at all. where to start? i can go from 4.4ghz and ram

throttle to 4.4ghz and 16gb ram at 60 c, 32gb ram at 60+ and 64gb ram at 60+ and any other vsts
as long as the computer can handle the load (or i run a 64gb ram disk with my vsts if the vsts are

over 3gbps) although with 64gb ram i think the max would be 60 to 61 c minimum. usually i increase
the vsts from the default 96khz which is fine for mixing and editing but i would have to reduce my

tracks from 128 to 96 which i would be ok with. i dont currently need 192khz as i would need a 64gb
ram disk which i plan on geting this year. before then, i have a 6gb ram disk that is great for editing
and run all my vsts except reverberate 2 and addictive drums as these are huge vsts. i could render
to stems, but i dont need that. i can run 96khz as my system maxes at 60 to 61 c and that is fine for
editing and mixing. a 6gb ram disk takes less than 8 hours to render to stems, so the vsts take that

long. so a 6gb ram disk only takes about 6 to 8 minutes of rendering but is enough for me to compile
all my vsts and some tweaks. i can build my layers and everything and before i know it i have the

stems ready for my computer to do the rest. i have a 6gb ram disk with my tracks so i have plenty of
room for 128 tracks, if i need more i just uload them. i first put them all into a stax mixer and set the

h&r to 96, put the pans and do all my mixing at 96 so i can tweak without any problems. a bit off
topic this is only a 16gb machine, but with all that and a ssd, i doubt i will ever need more than 30gig

in total. depending on my needs, i could do with a 16gb ram disk(but i will get a new pc next year
and then upgrade that to 32gb ram of course) and with that kind of beast, a 64gb ram disk would be
useless as i would never be able to load all my vsts in one go. so im not worried about that because i
would do some things in a 64gb ram disk if the need arose, but a 32gb ram disk is fine for me so its
no time waster. however, i have a lot of time invested in reaper and have not seen a 64 bit vst that
can beat it. i have a lot of legacy vsts from 10 years ago that i am afraid would not work with 64 bit,
which is the sad part. i am very pleased with my new pc and totally satisfied with it. i do have a few
tweaks in my system to further improve it. my cpu fan runs constantly at 100% and after work, my

sound card fan will kick in to max so its not picking up any heat at all, so my pc uses more than what
a normal pc would use. i will have an upgrade in a few months that will remedy that. now i would

love to update to cubase 9 and start using some of the new stuff that would be so much more stable
and more able to handle so much more than now so i need to save up for it. 5ec8ef588b
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